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Hatonn present in Light and appreciation.
Thank you who have called
with confirmation
for Dharma regarding the activities around the Los Angeles area during the past week as to
airquakes, etc. It is incredibly difficult
to write that which we are giving in
the midst of havoc when you have not
knowledge
whatsoever
of personal
backup. However, each time the truth
is confirmed
from alert or “inside”
sources it is so greatly appreciated--it
also gives us ability to coordinate that
which they either cannot keep from the
public and/or
that which they are
telling
you-the-people
about
local
things which are never allowed on national news or only mentioned
in
passing.
I do wish to clarify what I said regarding missiles and rocket launches,
etc. The major “cover” was of a missile launched, after delay, of a radiation sensing device from Vandenberg
yesterday.
The cover was of a rocket
“TESTING”
of a Teledyne
rocket
booster on the 28th. One was to cover
the other--see how that works out for
you sleuths.
Now, as to sightings of craft in the
area of the local location--yes,
thank
you, Eric, we kept several small craft
in the immediate area as well as covering the ones who left the area for the
“construction”
business meeting.
We
kept direct and immediate protection
surveillance
on Dharma
and
the
immediate participants
for you have
been under heavy “elf” attack and they
have managed to knock out the computer system at least twice in the past
few days. The point has been to cover
the activities of the past week and disallow us to write of the current
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happenings--that
is why we utilized a
battery powered audio recording
to
cover the immediate events.
I needed
documentation
scattered
into
your
hands but we would not have been able
to put it through on the computer. It is
still “alert” time so we will postpone
for another day, at least, writing about
the incidents.
I just want to give appreciation to you who have watched
and reported as you find out about
things which coincide with that which
we are outlaying
to you, i.e. the
airquakes, etc.
You have several things which are
preposterous
taking place.
Look at
South Korea, and by the way, you here
in present locale--note that our beloved
friend from the military in South Korea has NOT been allowed to make his
visit here. Further, all mail from and
to has been intercepted.
You are all
but in full-out military war in South
Korea and those soldiers there are in
full alert and have been for months
now. And what happens? In the company of Shultz, the South Korean
President is in the U.S. yesterday and
now, to offer full backing to Bush’s
New World Order! Serious indeed.
Note a few things said by Justice Marshall regarding his sudden “stepdown”.
He said, appropriately
enough, when
asked for his comments
regarding
George Bush: “I do not speak of the
dead! ” I tell you, chelas, no matter
what you believe--you do not believe it
serious1 y enough!

reasons of desiring power. Part of the
unfolding and distractions are to keep
you from seeing the tree for the forest
and the other is that there are great actual differences in the groups involved.
Do
not
concern
yourself--KEEP
YOUR EYE ON THE BALL--YOU
Note what you ARE told-i.e., “Mr. Bush does not need any
further authority to go again into military action in Iraq--HE STILL HAS
EXECUTIVE
AUTHORITY
TO ACT
SINGULARLY
AND
UNILATERALLY ON BEHALF OF THE U.S.
IRRESPECTIVE
OF EVEN
THE
UNITED NATIONS!. .” (Now, this is
from a government announcement!)
SECRET PACT WITH ISRAEL
TO VETO UN RESOLUTIONS
Harken up! ! A secret White House effort to appease the Israeli government
by offering
IT A PERMANENT
VETO OVER FUTURE
UN RESOLUTIONS is now in place.
This is
causing a rift, actually, between Bush
and his closest adviser, Secretary of
State James Baker.
In the couple of days of “silenced”
talks with visiting
Israeli
Foreign
Minister
David
Bush
PLEDGED
THAT
THE
UNITED
STATES WOULD VETO ANY FUTURE UN RESOLUTION
ISRAEL
DIDN’T LIKE,

PLAYERS
There is no way to sort the players and
allegiances and connections as the play
is unfolding
in its major form these
days. Just know the Elite ALL want
the same thing--and yet, there are at
least three factions at,play for differing
.)
.
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Baker stated that he was “distressed”
and that he didn’t see how such a thing
could happen--i.e.,
“This will not
stand! ” You see, this is a commitment
to “lease” your veto power in the UN

Security
ernment.

Council

to

an

alien

gov-

Two things are happening herein and
let me tell you what the big hoopla really is about.
Militant supporters of
the State of Israel in the United States
are actually talking about all-out-war
against both Bush and Baker because it
is surfacing (whether actual or fabricated is ‘unimportant’)
that the two
privately shared an “intense dislike” of
Israel--true so far! It will be coming
forth in the “information
press” very
soon,
probably
within
your
next
month, and get a lot of todo over the
publication
of documents proving the
above statement.
You see, the Israeli
faction wants to put Solarz in place as
President.
The opposition
in the
Democratic
faction will run Rockefeller to lessen chances
of Solarz
gaining enough support.
This will be
a dandy political
battle--maybe
the
“Mother of all battles”?
These two,
Bush and Baker, will be openly and
loudly accused of coming into office
with intense dislike for both France
and Israel.
At any rate, at UN headquarters,
for
reasons which allow Bush to reclaim
such a commitment
when desirable,
Bush has given away America’s veto
power--a
key instrument
of greatpower influence,
reserved
for five
members of the world forum--to
a
tiny, corrupt, excitable country.
The Arabs are now expected and have
stated that they will pull away from the
peace process and that would be the
end of it if, in fact, the war is not reopened and the UN sucked in again.
Meanwhile
it is ONLY Gorbachev’s
groupies that support this New World
Order of Bush and the Bankers, in the
Soviet Union, and two things come to
forefront in this instance: 1) to settle
the issue while there is any possibility
of winning--the
U.S. must have a nuclear first strike--SOON or be prepared
for the Soviets to reverse the attack if
support for economic input is not adequately forthcoming.
The coalition is
so weak that it is not even expected to
hold! Israel is now pushing its Khazarian taunting against the Soviet Union
and passions are at boiling point and
great eagerness
is afoot to simply
squash Israel.
When that happens it
will be free-for-all time and hence you
can again look unto Revelation.
You
can expect the Mongol (Chinese element) horde to get on the side of
squashing brother communists and you

have a dandy holocaust

going.

I shall tell you about the fiasco and
near oblivion you faced in 1980, for it
was similar to all other outright plans
for nuclear war by the U.S., etc.
I
have to continue to give you history
for you don’t seem to ever get the full
truth laid forth for you in maas press
wherein all of you can actually KNOW
that which has transpired.
I know it is
hard to believe that thousands can be
murdered in a place like Jonestown and
then labeled an “evangelical” madness!
It was a governmental-military
massacre--by
the United
States Government!
Call Hatorm that which you
will--IT HAPPENED EXACTLY AS I
HAVE TOLD YOU AND WE WILL
REPUBLISH
IT SOON
IF YOU
READERS
DON’T WISH TO GO
BACK AND READ IT FIRST.
I
WEARY
OF
YOU
DAWDLING
WHILE
YOUR
CIVILIZATION
BURNS IN THE HELL OF DECEIT.
Well, over this Israeli “thing” you
have advisers and Bush with locked
horns--hence
the attacks on Summu;
for there is bitter dispute among the
“ranks” over this matter as Israel efforts to pull apart the close administration wall of po er. The problem is
how to placate l?srael and its aggressive
U.S. lobby, the most powerful alieninterest
pressure
group in history.
There aren’t even any denials of the
veto-giveaway,
chelas, so you had best
look carefully at the writing on the
wall. Summu is of ARAB descent!
The ones who are involved from the
sidelines are actually now referring to
the UN Security
Council
as the
“Insecurity
Council”.
Ones such as
Ambassador Ali Treiki, of Libya, for
instance, are pressing for a statement
from
Washington’s
Administration
prior to any further voting on any issue.
This is one of the final straws on the
camel’s back, friends, as far as American credibility
before the world.
It
should be an interesting
unfolding
which I hope you ones will watch most
closely--IF
YOU HAVE TIME FOR
THE UNFOLDING
OF THIS ONE.
LIES,

LIES

AND

MORE

LIES

Every day in every way you MUST
BE NOW SEEING that which was
hidden from you. How is it that every
day the contradictions
blast louder and
louder into the speaker system? While
D
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the parades and celebrations
go on in
front of you over the “war being
won”--the
same speakers are telling
you that Iraq had nuclear capability all
the way along and in spite of the unleashing of horror upon the Iraqi populace--you MISSED THE WEAPONS
SITES!
Even the new reports on the
war DO NOT SPEAK TO LOSSES
OF
POPULATION
IN
THROUGH
MURDER
BY YOUR
HANDS.
Since you have no valid
EXCUSE to go massacre more to pull
off your dreadful schemes--you manufacture more lies and more lies, etc.,
even to stating that Saddam plans to
again invade Kuwait! Will you sit still
again?
Will you allow this horror
again?
What else do they tell you by actions?
That they fully intend to murder the
children and population
of Iraq by
keeping
full blockade
against
Iraq
“because of this so-called inspection
violation” ! I warn YOUthe entire mass
projection is total *LIES, LIES AND
MORE LIES!
Want to hear a truth? Let us tell you
the story as outlaid by a returning Marine! I will omit his name for his security but it has been made public elsewhere so this can be verified.
This young man was a guard in the
camp perimeters
and was among the
first moving into front line duty. He
operated a small rocket launcher with
the approximate
capabilities
as for
guided missiles.
This is a portable,
shoulder-fired weapon that can be fired
while the operator is lying down, it is
about four feet long and Eas a scope
and a spotting rifle so that the gunner
can spot with bullet to see if he is on
target before he lets his round go.
With that background,
we will speak
of a mission called Operation Troy,
that these young Marines won’t forget-EVER.
Along with never forgetting
the wondrous care and attention of the
U.S. for your precious young lives. It
was not intended that this group of
Marines survive to tell their story!
OPERATION

TROY

This was a tdp secret mission just inside Saudi Arabia on the border with
Kuwait.
Operation Troy was a psychological operation meant to confuse
and distract the Iraqis.
Well, it certainly
confused
and distracted
the
Marines of the United States. At one

point during the ground war, an entire
DIVISION of about 20,000 Marines
was pulled out of that border position
and sent to another area.
Since that
left what would. be termed a “hole in
the defense” of the American and Joint
Forces positions,
the solution was a
“deceptive
mission”.
About
250
Marines--this
young man included-were sent into the area with FAKE
TANKS MADE OUT OF PLYWOOD
AND HUM-VEES, A NEW KIND OF
JEEP (Yes, that kind that your new
Terminator
has
as a plaything).

scheduled during one of the last days
of the war is one that fortunately got
aborted. With about 40 other marines,
he was selected for a mission that
would take them through open desert
space dotted with mine fields and machine gun nests to a tree line where
they were to arouse what was expected
to be about 50 Iraqis.
Three cobra
helicopters were sent on ahead--something very unusual for a mission of this
nature.
When the cobras got into a
fight with over 300 Iraqis and nine
tanks, they called back to the troops
and told them to abort the mission.
The Marines were

SION. (250 relative to 20,000? Not a
very good ratio if I might comment
from the standpoint of being one of the

From there this young man was put in
a group caring for Iraqi prisoners of
war.
With the prisoners,
he says,
there was only one problem: the sheer
numbers of them. The prisoners themselves were so cooperative that at one
point, with only one soldier to guard
about 1,000 prisoners, there were no
problems.
No one tried to escape; no
one made loud noises; no one was disruptive.

While some Marines were driving the
hum-vees, equipped with SPEAKERS
AND BLARING THE SOUNDS OF
THOUSANDS
OF
TANKS
SCREECHING
AROUND
BACK
AND FORTH in the desert, others
were firing mortars into the Iraqi areas.
“On that operation,” says XXX, “a lot
of us felt pretty ripped off because they

If the Iraqis had offered any resistance,
the marines would have been wiped
out, he reported.
“If anything had
happened, we wouldn’t have survived
because we

Only once on a particularly
cold and
rainy night when soldiers threw a huge
bundle of blankets into the middle of a
very large group of prisoners did a
small incident start among the men
who were trying to get the blankets.
Some of the guards simply fired into
the air to quiet the prisoners--and
they
got into trouble for doing so, with our
own command.
It was noted that many strange things
were taking place all around everywhere.
The prisoners seemed to fear
being returned to Iraq because they had
put up no resistance but it was aa if it
were planned that way--and some of
the POW’s were just kids, like 14
year-old tank drivers, etc., and they
just turned themselves in.

a
(which
was duly noted and totally expected).
“A lot of chances were taken,” he
“and luckily the Iraqis didn’t
=ys,
want to fight.
They didn’t fire back
when we fired mortars on them. They
were ready to give up. If they hadn’t
been, we would have been at their
mercy because we didn’t have a bit of
transportation out of there. ”
MORE
Another

memorable

mission

that was

Do you readers feel as if your brains
are in some kind of a vise which is
squashing you? Well, you know who
is turning the screws with their elite
screwdrivers.
You are dealing with
insane actions of human deceivers and
YOUR TIME FOR ACTION IS ALL
BUT EXPIRED!
LITTLE

SCENARIO

FROM

1980

I will start in the middle and, later,
after we have your attention, we will
work backwards as Dharma has time

amidst writing on the Universal Order
and Who and What God IS (a little insignificant subject in its own right, I
suppose, as regarded by the accusations of readers aa to “evil, satanic”,
etc.)
Remember that back in 1980 there was
an ultimatum against Russia regarding
the Olympics.
Well, on February 20
that ultimatum
by the U.S. against
Russia expired. That same
said that the Politburo
member
M&hail Suslov had given a speech at a
town on the Volga River (good for
you, readers, it IS the same Khazarian
“Volga”).
The speech itself was actually a collective
response
by the
Kremlin to American actions. The answer to the expiration of the Olympic
ultimatum
was, quote:
“The Soviet
people will not be intimidated. ” Then,
described
as using
America
was
Afghanistan as a pretext for blackmail
and threats. (By the way it was at the
same time that the U.S. was supplying
equipment,
men and money to build
highways
from
the Kremlin
into
Afghanistan WITH the Soviets).
And
in answer to that, Suslov said, quote:
“The American government’s
actions
will inflict
damage

The Russians (I use the term wisely)
planned to make those words come
They planned to let the U.S.
true.
walk into one military trap following
another. Each time they planned to let
the Bolsheviks in America believe they
were springing
a surprise, but each
time the Russians intended to be one
step ahead--and they do, to this day,
remain at least one step ah&d of you!
Each time the Bolshevik dragon would
show a fang, the Russians intended to
pull it; and so as Suslov put it then,
the American
government’s
actions
would inflict damage mainly to the
United States itself. Of course, it was
equally known that with your controlled press, the people (citizens) of
America would never know.
The then new Russian master strategy
was already at work. The Bolsheviks
in the U.S. had already set in motion
and set up an attempt for nuclear first
strike against Russia in August, m!
The secret planners of the American
operation fully expected that the operation would lead to NUCLEAR WAR
ONE before the end of January--but
the operation was already in deep trouble.

First, Israeli-piloted
American
Submersible Aircraft in the White Sea and
Caspian Sea (read that again for most
of you are still in too much shock to
swallow--it
helps to breathe,
too!)
were blasted
out of existence
on
January 20. I suggest you make a note
that I tell you this information
was
available to you “inquiring minds” AT
THE TIME!
I can’t take time to describe the entire
operation; suffice it to say that the important thing is that the Russians lured
the American
Subcraft into a trap,
where they were destroyed; and their
destruction took place under conditions
which prevented the Bolsheviks from
learning about it immediately.
As a
result, other parts of the American nuclear strike plan were moving ahead.
American
RPV’s (remote controlled
aircraft) were rushed
to sinkiang
Province,
Red China.
(Remember
from prior JOURNALS I have spoken
of the importance of Sinkiang Province
and, readers, if you haven’t this information, I can only suggest you get
back copies of the JOURNALS
for I
cannot repeat everything
as I haven’t
time to keep up with daily new writings).
These little planes were very,
very special; they were relatively small
and hard to spot, very fast, and able to
outmaneuver
any known
antiaircraft
missile. Like the Subcraft, the RPV’s
were essential to the attack plan, which
was actually revealed to you in August
1978.
America’s Ruling Circles were desperate to gain access to China’s Sinkiang
Province.
This was the geographic
key to the plan for using Americas
RPV’s to attack Russia’s Cosmosphere
installations
in Siberia,
but it took
nearly a year and a half before China
agreed to the plan. Oh, the lights are
beginning to flicker?
The breakthrough
came during the urgent trip to China, early in January of
1980, by the United States Secretary of
Defense.
Right away rumors surfaced
in the news about a military alliance
with Red China--you
history buffs,
please go look it up. Part of the price
of the deal was for the U.S. to afford
Red China
immediately (sick yet?); and so
as his trip to China ended, the White
House suddenlv
started leaning
on
Congress to ac< fast. By Jarma
20,
China was given a guarantee that it
would be passed; and four days later

your rubber-stamp
House and Senate
approved “most favored nation status”
for Red China by overwhelming
margins.
The Bolshevik war planners in
the U.S.

The RPV’s were on their way and
landed in China on the 21st.
There
were 14 of them--seven
were to be
launched at Semipalatinsk
where Russia’s Cosmospheres and Particle Beam
weapons were assembled.
The other
seven were to be launched at Novosibirsk, where the operational
cosmosphere base was located; and each RPV
carried a multimegaton hydrogen bomb
with a cobalt jacket. In nuclear bombs
lingo,
they were
extremely
dirty
bombs designed to blanket the target
area with a deadly
radiation
for
decades.
Now
for
you
further
“Inquiring
Minds”, yes, indeed, the “accident at
Chernobyl” is completely entangled in
all this mess and it is no accident that
the incident is getting widespread repeat coverage in AMERICA this very
week!
I tell you, the elite play with
deadly, deadly toys!
People do not
enter into the equation
except as
expendables .
r
Back to the plans: Four separate Russian groups were poised and waiting at
the border for the RPV’s. When they
did arrive on January 2 1, the Russians
waited only long enough to make sure
all the RPV’s were in place.
Then
around midnight that night, the Russians began moving in. Just in case,
for backup if needed, there were also
45 Cosmospheres
hovering
over the
area, but they were not needed as it
turned out. The Russian Commandos
achieved a complete surprise, and it
was all over in a matter of minutes.
The RPV’s were all blown up and the
camp was overrun.
In November of 1978 a secret Russian
missile base in Guyana
(remember
Guyana?), about which you had been
warned about for four years earlier,
was destroyed.
Joint American and Israeli Cornman do forces took the base
by storm and killed every single Russian on the base. This was covered by
Well, the
the sham of Jonestown.
Russians evened the score (they always
do), by wiping out the secret American
RPV
base
in Sinkiang
Province,
China, and not one member of the
joint American and Israeli forces at the
base were spared.
(.)
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Don’t you ones LISTEN?
Just this
week “they” returned four supposedly
MIA’s from Asia and the big boys let
it slip that there are over nine thousand
(9,000) unaccounted
for, missing persons! Is it not time you ones started
some
demanding,
and
getting,
FACTS?
As the Chinese dawn broke over the
smoldering
of the American RPV
base, January 23rd was making its own
way around the globe.
That evening
the latest replica for the late President
Jimmy Carter was scheduled to be on
television.
It was to be a tough
speech, setting the stage for war itself
to erupt within days, but the Bolshevik
military planners in America were in a
state of upheaval.
The RPV operation
in China had turned into a disaster, so
it was obvious that the Russians were
now on the alert.
The decision was
made to freeze all other parts of their
nuclear first-strike operation to assess
the situation.
Coded signals were
flashed to the nonexistent
Subcraft in
the White and Caspian Seas to continue
“holding” at their final check points.
At the same time, another Subcraft operation was getting under way in the
Black Sea. Twenty-nine
(29) Subcraft
were involved, and all were ordered to
stop in their tracks and await further
orders. The Black Sea Subcraft operation was not a part of the original plan
which was revealed in about 1988--to
you-the-people,
from us, but during
that time
Russia’s
Particle
Beam
weapons program
had caused additional targets to be added to the Bolshevik first-strike plan.
Three of the
most important
new targets
were
Kharkov, Voronezh, and Kazan (sound
familiar--you
who still doubt existence
of Khazars?
These are names coming
directly FROM
“KHAZAR”).
The
first two were to be attacked from the
Black Sea; the third target, Kazan, was
to be approached from the Caspian by
Subcraft, using the huge Volga River.
When the Black Sea Subcraft were ordered to halt on January 23, many
were still close to their bases in northem Turkey.
Eleven Subcraft were arranged along Russia’s Crimean seacoast, but the’rest were still in Turkish
That presented the Russians
waters.
with somewhat of a dilemma for they
preferred not to use their most important weapons where they could be observed in action but it soon became
clear to the Russians
that the Bolsheviks were getting cold feet and

would shortly order the Subcraft back
to their bases.
Soon after night fell
across the Black Sea on January 23,
the Russian High Co mmand gave the
order to attack the Subcraft.
There
were 92 Cosmospheres hovering over
the Black Sea at that time. Each Subcraft was being tracked continuously
by at least three cosmospheres
using
their Psychoenergetic
Range-finding
equipment--that
is, PRF.
When the attack order was given, selective
cosmospheres
started
firing
their Charged Particle Beam weapons
downward into the sea far below them.
Each Subcraft was resting motionless a
short distance underwater,
not nearly
deep enough to avoid destruction; and
so each Subcraft erupted briefly into a
brilliant cloud of steam and debris.
Then the sea was dark once again.
Chance observers ashore and on ships
saw nothing more than a brief intense
light on a distant horizon--a spark that
disappeared as quickly as it had appeared and no cause was ever presented to the public for such phenomenon--not
unlike
your
recent
airquakes! ! ! But to the Bolshevik war
planners in America, those brief sparks
on the horizon spelled disaster.
They
meant that all those nuclear-armed
Subcraft in the Black Sea would not be
available for a second try later on--and
the Bolsheviks then guessed correctly
that the same was true of the Subcraft
in the White and Caspian Seas.
Ah
yes, now that you mention it--I do believe the ones who made judgment errors at Chernobyl were put away for
life!

The destruction of the Subcraft in the
Black Sea took place just after 4:00
P.M. A few short hours later the socalled Carter Doctrine was proclaimed
in the “State of the Union” speech on
your television
for public consumption. The United States was still talking tough, threatening to use military
force in the Persian Gulf; but later that
same evening, January 23, it was the
Russians who were doing the really
tough talking, out of the public eye.
(What do you suppose is being said regarding the new threat to use military
assault against Iraq? You just brought
all
your
soldiers
home--DIDN’T
YOU? Or, did you? What actually IS
happening?
YOU DO NOT KNOW,
DO YOU?!?!)

Well, Soviet Ambassador Anatoly Dobrynin suddenly arrived at the State
Department
for an unexpected
late
night meeting.
There he met for an
hour and a half with the top-level
representative
of the Bolsheviks.
Dobrynin is famous for the beaming smile
he always wears, but he certainly
stopped smiling as soon as the meeting
began.
Speaking with icy precision,
he confirmed that Russia had destroyed
the American Subcraft AND RPV’s.
He also called attention to an unpublicized disaster earlier that day near
northern Greece in the Aegean Sea.
Ah ha!
A hush-hush
“oil rig”, socalled, had been at work under Norwegian and American control, using
German
and Dutch
workers;
but
THAT DAY the rig had suddenly gone
up in flames, killing
EVERYONE
aboard. Dobrynin explained that Russia had known what the rig was up to
and did not approve. It was preparing
to plant nuclear missiles on the ocean
floor to be aimed at the heart of Russia. The Russians had waited until the
missiles
were aboard the platform
ready for planting--then
a trio of Cosmospheres
overhead
had destroyed
platform, missiles, and the crew, all at
I
once.
Finally,
Dobrynin
added something
which was intended to drive home the
hopelessness
of the Bolshevik
war
plans.
He revealed that Russia knew
there was one more element in the
overall first-strike plan which was still
under way. A tiny force of four more
Subcraft were moving into the Baltic
Sea armed with cobalt bombs.
They
were a suicide force and they were all
heading for a single target--Moscow.
They were to approach Russia’s Baltic
Sea coast under water until they arrived at widely separated points near
Kaliningrad,
Riga,
and Leningrad.
Then when the order came, the plan
was for them to surface and make the
transition
to flight
configuration.
From there, their mission called for
them to take off, arming their cobalt
bombs for detonation on impact. Flying their super-quiet Subcraft at treetop height, their mission called for
them to get as close as possible to
Moscow before being shot down.
As
each
suicide
Subcraft
crashed
in
the cobalt bomb it was carrying would detonate automatically.
The
Bolshevik war planners in the U.S. did
not expect that any of them would actually reach Moscow, but they were
confident
that they would get close
‘.)
.
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enough to do the job.
The ground-level
detonation
of four
cobalt bombs would send an enormous
cloud of deadly radioactive
fallout
drifting eastward, and the Bolsheviks
in the U.S. were sure that Moscow,
the nerve center of Russia, would not
survive. By administering
a giant dose
of radioactive poison, the Bolsheviks
were planning to turn Moscow into a
giant Jonestown of silent death.
Dobrynin
described
it all during
the
meeting.
Then he revealed that Russia
was tracking all four suicide Subcraft.
He proved it by giving their exact locations; then he said: “I am instructed
to inform you that you are now invited
to attempt to save these four machines
from destruction if you can. You may
try to hide them or protect them in any
way you choose--you will discover that
you cannot.
Promptly at 1:OO P.M.
Eastern
Standard
Time
tomorrow,
twelve hours from now, they will all
cease to exist. ”
The next day, January 24, the Russians
made good their threat.
One Suicide
Subcraft was near the Russian Baltic
coast itself, close to Kaliningrad;
another was well to the west near the
border between
East Germany
and
Poland where it strikes the coast; the
third was far to the north, 30 miles
west-northwest
of Pori, Finland; and
the fourth was clear outside the Baltic,
about 70 miles north-northwest
of
Bergen, Norway--but
all four were
blasted
simultaneously
by the cosmospheres hovering in the sky above
them.
The destruction of the suicidk Subcraft
with their cobalt bombs marked the
end of the abortive first-strike operations for that particular time frame. It
was a total defeat for the U.S., while
Russia did not receive so much as a
scratch;
and its ramifications
were
widespread.
For example, the debacle
in Sinkiang
Province
was a major
shock to China.
It revived the arguments within Chinese ruling circles
that the U.S. is a paper tiger, and the
Chinese
military
comman ders who
were involved in the Sinkiang affair
were in deep trouble, to say the least.
There were &jor
reshuffles
in the
Chinese military and Russia unseated
all the Bolshevik leaders of China.
Now, since I do not wish to launch off
on another subject at this writing I will
just add this note, since you are all in a
dither about whether or not there were

trips regarding the hostages in April,
1980, by Bush, etc. Let’s smoke this
grass for a minute and see how it
chokes you: On February
24, 1980,
confirmed proof was put forth that the
infamous Ayatollah Khomeini was in
the hospital and would see no visitors
until further notice, including all religious and political leaders.
The doctors reported he had been over-taxed;

WAS SHOT ABOVE
THE
EYE--AND KILLED--DEAD.

HE
LEFT

Do you dear ones still wish to cast
stones and proclaim that your enemies
might be “little gray aliens”
from
“somewhere out there”.

30, 1991,

Dharma, you have had enough for one
sitting.
Thank you, for we can do no
more than place the information on the
banquet table--he who partakes is welcome and he who refuses, is also welcome. So be it and Salu.

I have asked to be allowed to write
enough to finish the Express started
earlier so that when I finish writing on
the Bank Laundering scams, the material will not be in separation.
THE

POWER

PLAY

It is important that you ones be aware
right now, of the seriousness
of the
nuclear threat.
It is not by accident
that Germain is writing JOURNALS
dealing with life and death and suicide
by atomic means. You are already destroying your populations
in a most
heinous manner through atomic means
without blowing yourselves away. But
it looks like the Elite don’t mind doing
that, either, if it means winning the
power struggle.
It should be obvious,
however,
that most of the Elitist
“Bankers” would as soon wipe out
populations
through medical means,
starvation, etc., for they really don’t
gain in the same manner as the “antiChrist” faction wins.
They need all
the wondrous “stuff” gained by gaining the worldly assets--the anti-Christ
just wants everything to fall into de-

struction to spite God and he cares not
how it is accomplished.
Either way-the Elite top few have protections in
place and are pretty much ready for
anything.
So, why do I feel a need to speak of
things back in the late 1970’s and
80’s?
Because if you watch what is
happening you will see major correlations in events.
Dear ones, note that
which is being TALKED about this
day. Things like Afghanistan,
the Iranian situation including
the activities
of the Shah in addition to other incidents taking place in and around Paris
in the politically
associated
arena.
Oberli and Dharma both thought I had
created an error when I referred to
meetings
in
Paris
regarding
the
hostages in “April”; no, I meant it--secret meetings were being held right
along and, after the Ayatollah was replaced, things immediately
began to
unfold because the ones who set up the
assassination
would be the very ones
who would go in and deal over the
hostages.
And remember (see above)
the Ayatollah was taken out and replaced around the 23rd of Feb., 1980.
There were several meetings which included Bush during the time prior to
the biggie you ones speak of in the
press which is just now coming under
attention.
There was a tremendous
hotbed of intrigue already well under
way.
Remember all the shifting of the Shah
and then his untimely
death from
“illness” after he made it to the U.S.?
Please, chelas, don’t disappoint me by
acting shocked over these revelations-they are old hat.
Let us look briefly at a few incidents
which occurred just during mid-winter
of 19180.
For example, the alleged
former Shah of Iran had made sudden
surprise moves--first to Texas, then to
PANAMA.
The world had been jolted
by a radical change in the behavior of
Russia, starting with massive intervention in Afghanistan.
Even more
startling, the U.S. was answering Russia with the revival of the Cold War.
(You didn’t REALLY think the disagreements have ended, did you?)
Meanwhile, and harken up for repeats
of same, as is happening with so many
other things: gold skyrocketed higher
and higher in panic buying and the
dark cloud of the expanding Iran crisis
was hanging like that sword on the
thread above the neck.
Let us look
h
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backwards a bit and see the similarities--and, you can expect the same reactions any moment, from skyrocketing gold prices to total monetary collapse or another war which is a MUST
to forestall preempting
plans on the
schedule projected.
The picture was something like this:
Gold prices streaking upward, the Iran
crisis was escalating out of all bounds
and, internationally,
the climate had
undergone
dramatic
changes in all
The blue skies of peace
directions.
and prosperity
were fading rapidly.
Suddenly
the atmosphere
was filled
with the smell of approaching war, and
the events in the headlines were only a
pale shadow of what was taking place
behind the scenes. The most important
incidents had taken place right in the
U.S. and in Russia.
In the U.S. powerful forces who were
bent on war were fast gaining the upper hand.
In Russia the “peace faction” in the Kremlin had been toppled
from power! !! It had begun as a family squabble among the secret New
Christian rulers of Russia, and it ended
in tragedy for some. The result was a
return to power by the hardliners
among the secret sect that would rule
Russia.
You were headed right down
that road to Thermonuclear
War as
spoken of prior to this.
The hardliners, however, in the Kremlin were
members of the same religious group
as the “peace faction” and disagreed on
only one major point. The “peace faction”, who were known as the White
Doves”, believed nuclear war must be
prevented if it was humanly possible.
By contrast,
the hard-liners
believed
nuclear was inevitable; so their guiding
military strategy was not to prevent
nuclear war indefinitely but WIN IT!
SHAH

OF IRAN

So let us look at the scenario starting
on January 17th as millions of you
Americans tuned in the ABC television
program “20/20”.
The program that
night presented a heavily-edited
interview by the British television
personality David Frost.
The person interviewed was said to be the former
Shah of Iran. The individual you saw
on the David Frost interview looked,
sounded, and acted pretty much like
the Shah--unless
you knew the Shah.
But oops, he looked ever so much
healthier than the sickly-looking
Shah
in New York some short weeks prior.
This was true even though news re-

wrts had been savine the Shah’s condition was rapidly d;teriorating.
Almost every time he answered a question the face became expressionless,
and the eyes frozen into a glassy stare.
He spoke slowly,
haltingly,
as if
groping around in a very faded, fuzzy
memory to find the answers to the inquiries.
Time after time he just gave
up and simply said, “I can’t remember
that. ”
Later that same evening
ABC presented its nightly special on the Iran
crisis--similar
to the daily blast about
the Gulf War of late.
The program
began with some follow-up discussion
of the David Frost interview program.
Dr. Joseph Sisco, former Under-Secretary of State, was among those asked
for his reactions
to the interview.
Sisco appeared to be shaken by what
he had seen.
He said the Shah he
knew had always been able to discuss
the intricacies of geopolitics, not only
as they affected the Persian Gulf but
world-wide.
By contrast, the man he
saw on the David Frost interview was,
“Uncertain in his speech; a completely
different man from the one I knew. ”
The individual
interviewed
by David
Frost in Panama was, of course, not
the Shah at all, in fact he was not even
human. It was the newly released kind
of living robot, known as a “synthetic
automaton”,
or
more
briefly,
a
“Synthetic”.
REPLICAS
They were being deployed as a tool of
intrigue by the warlike Bolsheviks in
the U.S. They were the Bolshevik answer to the other type of biological
robot which the Russians began deploying earlier in 1979. The Russian
type is known
as an
“Organic
Robotoid”, and both the Robotoids and
the Synthetics were remarkable
creatures and have only been continuously
upgraded since.
By the way--how
many of you remember the announcement
of the Israelis creating totally “new life” in a
test tube (a type of virus construction
from DNA--in 1952)? This was in Tel
Aviv, so don’t go to sleep on me,
please.
The replicas
(Robotoids
and Synthetics) were truly remarkable at that
time and still are--even more remarkable as presented unto you now. We
have spoken of these at great detail

prior to this so let us move on quickly.
They are manufactured
by radically
different technologies;
but they have
one thing in common--they
are both
artificial
life-forms
which live and
breathe but have to be programmed
like computers, and they are the products of many decades of spectacular
scientific unfolding
which took place
COMPLETELY
in secrecy out of
public view and without allowed press
coverage.
Robotoids and synthetics
remain to this time perhaps the most
secret of all Intelligence Weapons.
Their most critical feature is their biological computer brain.
In that regard, the Russian Robotoids were far
superior to the Bolshevik Synthetics.
That’s because of their holographic
brain.
The Synthetics
contained
a
quite low brain quality. The actions of
the Shah on that program points up
that of which I speak now. Synthetics
easily pass for human beings, but they
act dull-witted compared to the humans
which they simulate (I’m sure you can
give more examples from your own
witness).
When Frost interviewed the
Synthetic
“double”
for the former
Shah, he no doubt thought he was
talking with the real thing; but by that
time the original, Shah had been dead
for well over a month. The Shah was
murdered
in the morning
hours of
Sunday, December 2, 1979.
The once mighty Shah arrived in New
York quite healthy but needing some
“surgery”, as was reported.
He did
undergo “medical treatment” but not
what you or “HE” expected and the little surgical procedure
touted could
have been easily done anywhere.
He
was a mere pawn in a very deadly
world-wide
game of life/death chess.
For more than two years a secret war
had been already in progress between
the new rulers of Russia and the overthrown former rulers of Russia, the
Bolsheviks.
Having been expelled
from Russia by the tens of thousands,
the old Bolsheviks had been flocking
mainly to the United States.
They
were and are in a rage to strike back at
Russia, and they plan to do it using
America’s military power.
So a new Bolshevik
revolution
had
gotten under way without fanfare in
the U.S. This faction is still in a hidden frenzy to throw America’s military
might at Russia.
The Bolshevik war
plan is based on an American nuclear
first strike against Russia; the chain of
events leading up to the first strike was
I.

to begin with a crisis over Iran and it
came off right on schedule.
F-Y
thing about planned crises--you
see,
the identical pattern was set up again
over Iraq and Russia didn’t come to
the war! Indeed, indeed--the Zionists
are really ticked off and now have to
stage some more upsets--but
that
should be easy enough for the tricksters have all your money, America,
and you are stockpiling
nuclear and
other weapons in Israel and all manner
But, on the other
of other goodies.
hand, as the old saying goes, could
your own Elite desire that somehow
Russia and Israel get goaded into their
own war? Well, I leave you to ponder
it--for you are at the time of Armageddon, old friends, and what you sees is
definitely
NOT
WHAT
YOUZE
GETS!
These factions have been setting up
their world take-over since the beginning of the planet--long before they
integrated into the Bankers’ Cartel, so
you had better get a bit nervous and
pray they can keep it out of your dooryard! So be it.
ASSK
Reminder to America West. After the
last blast from ASSK to all their mailing list and the insults we have endured over that last barrage--I recall
asking that a demand be sent to cause
them to print information
regarding
where their readers could get information from America West.
All information as to how to get the JOURNAL
and/or
material
was deliberately omitted and is refused to be
given out by phone.
I agai% ask that
you get on with a requirement,
and
follow-up proof of press, that the information be printed and disttibuted to
every one who received the ASSK
I appreciate the advertisdocument.
ing; I simply demand that readers have
access to the material in point.
If
ASSK wishes to assume ownership of
our material I welcome their input but
I insist proof that all members making
such claims present themselves having
studied every word written by our
speakers.
I fear that nonsense written
by one Brother Philip and claimed by
Sister is, at *t,
Williamson’s
plagiarism and not mine or Sananda’s.
We,
further, have absolutely no interest in
the material of the “Andes”, “Places of
the Lion” (for most is pure fabrication
from onset of information)
and/or
Tiahuanaco Prophecies by anyone.
I think we might be getting a glimmer
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of the truth of the accusations?
God
stands forth without shroud of anonymous accusations and/or hidden gibes.
He has no royal orders or special beings of some kind or another
of
“royalty ” . There is not “my Sam&a”
or “their Sananda”
nor
“her Hatonn/Aton”
vs. “someone-else’s
Hatonn/Aton”--THERE
IS ONLY ONE!
SO BE IT.
I WOULD SUGGEST,
FURTHER,
THAT
SINCE
TIME
HAS OBVIOUSLY ELAPSED THAT
YOU SUGGEST
THAT TED REPEAT THE MAILING
IN FULL-ALONG
WITH
DOCUMENT
INFORMATION.
PERHAPS
YOU
MIGHT LIKE HIM TO MAIL THE
SAME TO OTHER MAILING LISTS
AS WELL.
WE DO NOT HIDE BEHIND FACADES NOR SPEAKERS-1 SHALL
MEET
WITH
ANY
SPEAKER THEY WISH TO PRODUCE FROM BEHIND
THE RECEIVER’S
MOUTH--VIA
THAT
RECEIVER’S MOUTH--PUBLICLY.
I believe you nice earth people have
been somehow misled regarding
the
demeanor and projection of pious stupidity as touted by the many receivers
who project
their own image
or
perceptions.
God is neither pious nor
non-passionate
and He will react in a
manner befitting a CREATOR and not
as a royal pig with mush in its mouth.
Now, I suggest you ones please remove the mush from your ears and
HEAR for your world is in desperate
circumstance
and if these ones who
continue with the rock blasts fail to
notify you of same, I pity you all who
refuse to see Truth as it is being unfolded unto you. The choice is yours
but I DO DEMAND
that the choice
for obtaining
the material be made
available to you and then you can do
whatever you choose about same.
Hatonn to clear.
Do I strike all that accused of “FEAR”
in your hearts? Ah so--I suggest then,
that you get all the information
for we
also tell you WHAT TO DO ABOUT
YOUR PLIGHT!
KNOWLEDGE
IN
TRUTH
IS THE
ONLY
THING
WHICH
WILL
DISSOLVE
THE
FEAR AND SHOW YOU THE WAY.
THE WAYSHOWERS
ARE AGAIN
PRESENT
TO SHOW YOU THE
WAY, THE OPENING
OF EYES,
HOWEVER,
IS
UP
TO
YOU!
SALU.
********

July 13 7-10 PM $20 Ramada
3020 Blanshard
Topaz Room
Victoria, BC

Inn
St.

July 15 7-10
PM $20 Beban Park
(Social Centre)
2300 Bowen Rd.
Nanaimo, BC For tickets to the two
BC seminars call l-800-869 5868
By Gyeorgos

Ceres Hatonn

The thought of God is LIGHT.
LIGHT is all there is.
from, and returns to,
thought of God.

ALL springs
LIGHT,
the

The “War in Heaven for Men’s souls”
between God and Lucifer, the Light
and the dark forces, cannot be comprehended without an understanding
of
the “physics” of the Universe.
Returning to God requires rising above
the physical so dark forces’ thrust is
ever to ensnare man in the physical,
fleshly,
“things”
of “wealth”
and
“power” through man’s ego.
Shedding
our attachments
to those
physical things, and “highs” associated
with sex, drugs, alcohol, thrill/liferisking sports [including war), etc., requires KNOWING that there is more-something better.
This book, a primer, provides the basic understanding
of what we are,
where we come from and return to,
why we are where we are and for
what, and how to get the most from
this experience.
And, it will help you begin to free
yourself from the density and negativity of this experience to take that
next
step
GOD/ATON,
the ONE LIGHT.
Hatonn also keeps us up to date on
critical National and World Events.
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And They Called His Name Immanuel,
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Skeletons In The Closet
R.R.P.P. *
*Rape, Rava e, Pillage
Plunder of the B hoenix
Rape of The Constitution

and

You Can Slay The Dragon
Blood And Ashes
Firestorm In Babylon
The Mossad Connection
Creation, The Sacred Universe
Pleiades Connection,
Return Of The
Phoenix Vol. I
Burnt
Offerings
and
Bloodstained
Sands
Shrouds Of The Seventh Seal
The Bitter Communion
Counterfeit Blessings
The Phoenix Operator-Owner
Manual
Operation Shanstorm
End of the Masquerade
Matter Anti-Matter
Let There Be LIGHT
The Phoenix
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Vol’s

V & VI

The price is $10 per JOURNAL,
(EXCEPTING
EX-PRESS)
10% discount on orders of 4 or more.
California residents add 6 96 sales tax. Add
shipping, UPS $3.25 and $1.00 each
additional or U.S. Mail $2.50 for first
title and $1 .OO each additional.
Write for Quantity Discount.
Available from America West or your
Local Distributor.
is $20
for current

July 10, 7-10 PM
$20
Ramada
Inn/Governor
House,
621 S. Capitol
Way, Olympia,
Wash.
Washington
Room Call Germaine 206-458-2327.
July 11, 6:30-9:30 PM $20 Wood1200 Carillon
Point
mark Hotel,
Kirkland, Wash.
Call Joan 206-827-

4636
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Vol. XIV

Vol.) $110

13
for
(including back issues
Volume) or $75
52
is $30 per 13 (1
52

Send ordetsrand Payments to: America West Distributors,
P.O. Box 986,
Tehachapi, CA. 9358 1.
For credit card orders or book catalog
and sample newsletter call
4131. For personal inquiries or other
purposes, please call l/805-822-9655.
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